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       Where’s the best location for

portraiture? Anywhere that lends itself to

a great backdrop. It could be the tulip

fields in March, beach side in summer, or

the fall colors in September. No matter

where we choose, being out in a great

northwest setting brings out the best in

your family photography. Liven things up

with a favored prop, and we have the

makings of a photographic family

heirloom that will give your family

pleasure for years to come

ENVIROMENTAL PORTRAITS

Family portraiture
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Your satisfaction is

100% guaranteed!
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                      Wall portraiture is a

representation of our values and

our commitment to our family

members that are precious to

one another. A family portrait

can bring the best out of the

family group.

                     Even the process of

getting the portrait done can

create personal reflection on our

bonds that makes the family so

important. We believe in careful

planning, a relaxed atmosphere,

as well as having fun through the

process.

                   We would be honored

to get to know your family, and

to capture the images that tell

the story of your life.

YOUR FAMILY, YOUR STYLE

           The Canvas Portrait

          Nothing makes for a finer family

heirloom portrait than when your print

is adhered to canvas. Add brush

strokes and you have the look and

feel of fine art.

          Not only does canvas have that

one of a kind look, it is also a great

way to ensure longevity to the image

that you’ll want to treasure and view

for many years to come.

           We will help you decide all the

various methods of mounting, sprays,

and framing that is right for you. Ask

about adding to your package!
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           Price List

Traditional prints

16x20                        $185.00

20x24                       $285.00

24x30                       $375.00

30x40                       $455.00

                   Additional units

$28.00 per unit-first 7

$24.00 per unit-8 or more

   8-wallets                 4-4x5                   2-5x7                  1-8x10

Canvas mounted prints

16x20                        $285.00

20x24                       $385.00

24x30     $510.00

30x40                       $745.00

       Building your own packages gives you the flexibility to

create prints quantities that fit your needs. All packages

are based on an initial minimum purchase of 1-16x20 or a

combination of smaller prints. Extra discounts are available

for multiple images printed from one pose. Ask us about

details.
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